Finding materials in Library’s physical collection

1. Materials in the Library are organized by __________________________

2. Three Rivers Community College Library uses __________________________ Classification System to organize its collection.

3. Materials in the Reference area can _____ be checked out; materials in the Book Stacks area can _____ be checked out.

4. Dictionaries, encyclopedias, almanacs, and yearbooks are located in the _______ area.

5. Materials about science are stored in the_______ section, and materials on language and literature are located in the______ section.

6. Find a reference book on personal health( or wellness).

Title: _______________________________________________
Author: _____________________________________________
Publisher: __________________________________________
Publication date: ____________________________________
Call number: _______________________________________

7. Find a book or video on critical thinking in the Book Stacks.

Title: _______________________________________________
Author: _____________________________________________
Publisher: __________________________________________
Publication date: ____________________________________
Call number: _______________________________________

8. Find an education journal in the Periodicals area.

Title: _______________________________________________
Volume number: _____________________________________
Issue number: _______________________________________
Publication date: ____________________________________


Article title: ____________________________________________
Author: _______________________________________________
Publication date: ________________________________________
Page number: __________________________________________